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LAS VEGAS , NV, USA, February 22,

2023 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Toker

Poker, the multi-purpose accessory

company founded by Matt and Leslie

Bodenchuk, is proud to announce its

exhibiting at TPE 2023 February 22nd-

24th in Las Vegas. The innovative

accessory company is excited to

showcase its products to TPE

attendees at booth #7195.

The Toker Poker brand offers a range

of high-quality multi-purpose

accessories designed to make your

smoking experience more convenient.

The Toker Poker accessory combines a

lighter holder, poker, tamper, and

bottle opener all in one compact and

convenient package. The product has

been created for those who appreciate

convenience and functionality in their

everyday life.

"We are thrilled to be showcasing our multi-purpose accessory line at TPE 2023 in Las Vegas,"

We are passionate about

providing our customers

with the best possible

experience”

Toker Poker

said Matt Bodenchuk, co-founder of Toker Poker. "Our

products are designed to make life easier and more

convenient for anyone who wants to have a tool that can

help them in their daily routine."

The team at Toker Poker takes great pride in the design

and functionality of its products, ensuring that they are of

the highest quality. Toker Poker's multi-purpose

accessories come in a range of colors and styles, and are made from high-quality materials that

are built to last.

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://tokerpokerwholesale.com
http://tokerpokerwholesale.com
http://tokerpoker.com


Toker Poker

Toker Poker in the Wild

The Toker Poker accessory is not just

for smokers, the lighter holder can be

used to keep track of your lighter on

camping trips, at the beach, or at any

outdoor event. The Toker Poker

accessory is the perfect tool for anyone

who wants an easy way to light

candles, start a campfire, or clean

hard-to-reach spaces.

The Toker Poker team are passionate

about providing customers with the

best possible experience. "Our team is

committed to creating innovative

products that make life easier for

everyone. We take pride in the quality

of our products and the satisfaction of

our customers," said Leslie Bodenchuk

co-founder Toker Poker.

Toker Poker is constantly expanding its

product line to meet the needs of its

customers. In addition to the multi-

purpose accessory, the company also

offers lighters, and other accessories.

All of Toker Poker's products are

designed with convenience and

functionality in mind, and the company

takes pride in its commitment to

quality and customer satisfaction.

The Toker Poker accessory line is

perfect for anyone who values

convenience and functionality in their

everyday life. The product has been designed to make life easier, whether it's straightening out

your candle wicks or cleaning out your pipe you will soon realize why everyone loves the Toker

Poker. The Toker Poker team is excited to showcase its products at TPE 2023, and demonstrate

to attendees the convenience and usefulness of their multi-purpose accessory line. 

Make sure you seize the opportunity to visit Toker Poker at TPE 2023 booth #7195 and witness

their unwavering dedication to the industry firsthand. 



Toker Poker Modern Patterns

Hemp Toker Poker

For more information about Toker

Poker and its product line, visit their

website at www.tokerpoker.com.
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